
AQ Tron ® High Frequency built-in charger 

AQHF24-30FC G2

Up 30% energy savings !

Type : 24V 30A
Size : 258 x 123 x 80mm
Weight : 2Kg

AQ Tron® is constantly dedicated to the research and development of high technology battery chargers. From 
this point of view we have developped a new generation of high frequency charger with inverter technology 
which is able to supply a constant output current independently from the main supply power voltage. It is very 
important to maintain a constant current during the first step of the charging process, with aim to speed-up 
the charge of the battery and to prolong the life-span.

Altough the charging current of the first step of charge is15-20% less than a traditional low frequency battery 
charger, with a constant current it is possible to charge in the battery the same energy amount with less time.
It is also important to keep an accurate measurement of the battery voltage to ensure that the process of 
charge is correctly carried out with the correct voltage relative to the battery kind.

For this purpose the battery charger is equipped with a PCB board with microcontroller which optimizes the 
charging process. The microcontroller also points out any step that is acting and any anomaly that may occur.
The technology used on this battery charger allows to obtain high output power in a compact housing.
It is possible to select up to 8 various types of charging curves to charge different kind of batteries : Lead-Acid, 
GEL, AGM, …

-   Main input 230VAC ±10% 50-60Hz
-   High frequency single-phase battery 
     charger with Switching Technology
-   Configurable for lead acid, gel, AGM or Lithium batteries (opt.)
-   Current regulation accuracy ±1A
-   Voltage regulation accuracy ±0,1V
-   Efficiency >= 85%
-   Microprocessor controlled charging process
-   Cooling forced ventilation
-   Signalling LEDs for charge level and faults
-   Thermal protection with internal probe
-   Protection against polarity reversals
-   Thermal probe for battery (opt.)
-   Possibility of on-board installation with remote LEDs (opt.)
-   Possibility of external programming by remote card PR20 (opt.)
-   Conformity to European normative CE-marking
-   Dimensions: 258 x 123 x 80mm. 
-   Weight: 2Kg.
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